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According to Hungarian design standards [2, .3], masonry and concrete 
structures can be considered as made of ideally elasto-plastic material of 
no tensile strength. The design value of eccentricity including random 
eccentricity and that due to the load are specified as a function of slenderness. 
A practically applicahle method 'will he presented for determining load-
induced displacements better approximating the ultimate real load capacity 
than the standard one. 
1. Initial assumptions 
The examined har is made of a material of limited compressihility, 
ideally elasto-plastic and with no tensile sh·ength. The deformation coefficient 
involving the creep is: 
the compression due to ultimate stress: 
uH 1 
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E j Pt 
the ultimate yalue of strain at failure heing CH' Pt. UN' and CH values for 
different huilding materials are specified in design codes. 
The har is of rectangular cross section, hoth ends hinged (Fig. 1). Before 
buckling, the force is of constant eccentricity. Deflection occurs in the hending 
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plane, and during deformation, cross sections remain plane. Maximum dis-
placement is determined by assuming the deflected har to be sinusoidal and 
using the stress diagram of the mid-section. 
The deflected bar is of the form: 
A • :;r )' = Lie SIn - x . 
1 
with a curvature: 
1 
Q (1 + y'2)312 
With the usual approximation (1 + y'2)3/2 "" 1, the mid-bar cnrYature is: 
1 Je :;r~ 
Q [2 
The central cross section mav be in elastic or in plastic stress state 
depending on the har slenderness .. 
Either the entire cross section or only a part of it is active, depending 
on the position of the load. Thus the possihle stress diagrams are: 
a) Elastic deflection, the entire cross section is active (Fig. 2), 
h) Elastic deflection, part of the cross section is acti~'e (Fig. 3), 
c) Plastic deflection, the entire cross section is active (Fig. 4.), 
d) Plastic deflection, part of the cross section is actire (Fig. 5). 
Expressing the curyature in terms of the angular strain at mid-section: 
1 c 
~h 
Introducing the notation 'l. = 
1 
~'ields for the deflection at mid-section: 
Je (1) 
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2. The force-displacement relationship 
The force-displacement relationship is obtained by taking Eq. (1) and 
the equilibrium conditions of external and internal forces into consideration. 
a) Elastic buckling, the entire cross section is active (Fig. 2) 
From the force equilibrium 
N 
bh (fH 
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Fig. :1 
The stress resultant and force N are on the same vertical: 
c LIe 
Utilizing (1) and arranging: 
h 3~ 2 
3 2~ - 1 
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b) Elastic buckling, part of the cross section is actit-e (Fig. 3) 
Similarly as before: 
N 
c 
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Fig. 3 
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c) Plastic buckling, the entire cross section IS active (Fig. 4) 
Fig. -1. 
From the force equilibrium: 
N 2; - 1 
-------~----~--~-------
bhun 
(2c) 
The resultant of internal forces and the external force have a common 
influence line: 
h 3; 2 
c - Je = -- . ---'----.....:...--~----.-
3 2; - 1 
(3c) 
Substituting the c:1e value and arranging: 
[
3 c 
h 
(4c) 
d) Plastic buckling, part of the cross section is active (Fig .. 5) 
c-t;,e N 
-t+ 
Fig. 5 
From equilibrium equations: 
(2d) 
x+1 
c - LIe = h_3--=-___ ;. (3d) 
-x 
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Substituting and arranging: 
(X2 
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(4d) 
Eqs (4) yield ~ values belonging to different rx. values, then (2) and 
(1) yield specific N and .:de values. Calculations have been made for prisms 
of different slendernesses, relative eccentricities and materials by means of 
a digital computer. Some force-displacement diagrams will be presented. 
Figure 6 shows force-displacement diagrams of brick masonries of a 
slenderness l/h = 30 for different initial eccentricities; Fig. 7 refers to brick 
6eih 
Fig. 6 
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loe/h 
Fig. 8 
masonries of different slendernesses, with intersection points at identical 
distances c/h: Fig. 8 represents diagrams for columns of identical slender-
ness and eccentricity, madc of different materials. 
Deformation charactcristics have been assumed according to the standard 
[3]. Although only the rising branches of thc diagrams ar~ of importance, 
euryes have been plotted to the 'l.H values where compression in the extreme 
filne is at its ultimate value f H' The diagram for cross sections in the elastic 
stress state has been plotted in continuous line, while dash-ancI-dot lines 
refer to the plastic range. In case of ~ 1.0 the neutral axis contacts the 
cross section. The circles refer to diagram peaks. 
Load capacity of the prism is at the curve maximum as a rule. Specific 
S values for 'l.H may he on the rising branch of the curve for prisms of very 
lo"w slenderness, to he considercd as the load capacity, since the extremc fihre 
compression cannot exceed the ultimate value. 
Displacement of the elastically huckled central cross section is so great 
that the neutral axis helonging to the maximum intersects the cross section 
even for the least initial eccentricity. In case of plastic huckling - hence 
when the maximum is in the plastic range - either the entire cross section 
or only a part of it is active, depending on the initial eccentricity value. 
3. Force-displacement function maxima 
In case of elastic buckling, comhined use of Eqs (1), (2h) and (3b) 
yields the function .iV - .::Ie. with a maximum at LIe = c'3 of a value: 
2bo' H c3 or2 
3er [2 
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This value being independent of the dimension h of the cross section, 
it is expediently related to the product of the cross section area centric about 
the intersection point by the ultimate stress: 
(5) 
The relationship IS valid until 'Y. L that is: 
2c ~ ;r2 6cr 
In plastic buckling "when the n('utral axis is in the cross section 
function 1'1 - .de is obtained by combining Eqs (1), (2d) and (3d). The specific 
value of cYmax is given by: 
value and place of the maximum are related as: 
J' 1 3 _.de 
2c 
(6) 
lI1axima of the different force-displaccmcnt diagrams provided the 
neutral axis i;;: in the cross section - are on straight lines in Fig. 9. 
In case of small slendcrness and initial ecce~tricitv. the el~tire cross 
section may he active (Fig. 4). Now. the force-displacement'function maximum 
is advisahly obtained hy approximation. 
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4. Dltimate load bearing 
In addition to initial eccentTicity eo = ilijN and stTess induced eccen-
tnclty incTements, the deteTmination of the ultimate compression of prisms 
has to take the standard deviation Lleo [2, 3] into account: 
( 
1 2 
Jeo = 0.03h + 0.1 --) h. 
10h 
(7) 
Before deformation, the distance hetween the section edge and the 
application point is given hy: 
h 
c = - -- (eo 
2 
Ultimate load of the prism without tensile strength: 
(8) 
where Fny = 2bc. v values in the formula are given by (5) or (6). Fig. 10 
shows diagrams l' for masonries of different materials. Load capacity for 
slendernesses helow that for r/.H have heen determined hy taking the ultimate 
strain value into consideration, these cases are. however, of little practical 
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importance. In the little frequent case whcre the entire cross section is active, 
the ultimate load giyen by Eq. (8) is an approximation. Determining maxima 
of force-displacement functions on a computer showed them to exceed those 
from Eq. (8), an error on the safe side. The errors are for stone masonries 
1 %, for brick masonries 1.7% and fOl' aerated concrete masonries belo'w :3%. 
Let us compare the load capacity gi'ven hy Eq. (8) - taking the 
eccentricity standard dcyiation according to Eq. (7) into consideration --
to test results obtained at the Structural Clay Products Institute [4]. Ultimate 
forces of prisms with initial eccentricities eo It 6 and lz :3 referred to bhv! 
are shown in Fig. 11 ys. the slenderness ratio l h. v, means the ultimate 
eompressiye strength of the hrick masonry. determine~l at SCPI by teEting 
to failure short prisms of the same material. Tf'st results for eccentricities eo=h-6 
and h/:3 han- been affeet('fl by marks --;- and >~. respE'ctiyely. Load capacities 
calculated 'with a deformation coefficient Ej 1000 UH' taking also creep 
effect into consideration. and 'with a cOE'fficient of elasticity E to 2500 UH 
haye heen plotted in it continuous. and a dashed line. respectively. in 
Fig. 11. 
The dashed-line load capacity diagrams ignoring the creep effect are 
scen in Fig. 11 to faid y approximate test results for prisms of low or medium 
slenderness. The usual excess of test results oyer calculated yalues is due to 
the fact that the presented method ignore;, the ten::;ile strength of brick 
masonry. and that in laboratory tests the random eccentricity increment 
is less than that obtained from standard Eq. (7). The effectiye l~ad capacity 
of very slender columns is the multiple of calculated ,'alue8. namely at a 
lo'w ultimate load capacity, the ('ffect of tensile strength - left out of 
consideration is of importance. 
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Legend 
cross section width: 
distance between the influence line of the compressive load and 
the compressivc facf' of the member at the support: 
initial eccentricitv: 
random increment of eccentricitv: 
eccentricitv increment due to st~esses: 
deformatio'n coefficient taking creep effect into considf'ration: 
modulus of elasticity: 
part of the cross sf'~tion centric about the influence linf': 
cross sectional dimension in the bending plane: 
prism buckling length: 
f'xternal force axial to the har: 
ultimate force: 
forc{; at failurf': 
cof'fficif'nt of the cross i'cction rot ation ahilitv: 
ultimate value of rotation abilitv: 
ratio of the deformation coeffici~~t to the ultimate compression 
under permanent load: 
comprt'ssive :-train in the t'xtrcnH' fibre: 
ultimate strain at failure: 
ultimate value of the elastic strain: 
relative distance of the neutral axis: 
ratio of ultimate load to the force. product of the surface part 
under ccntral corn pression bv thf' ultimate stress: 
prism axis curvature: 
ultimate compression: 
ultimate strength. 
Summary 
A method has been suggested for determining the compre"iye load capacity of prism, 
hinged both ends. of constant eccentricity. of rectangular cross section. made of an ideally 
e!asto-plastic material. taking the eccentricity increment due to stresses into eonsideration. 
The deformed prism ha" heen com,idered as of sinusoidal shape. the eccentricity increment 
due to stresses has been determined from the strel'S diagram of the central cross section. 
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